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OUR STRATEGY REVISITED

The COVID-19 economic impact
The World economy has been devastated with most countries to face recessions in 2020
South Africa to see slow recovery for (at least) the next 2-3 years
Unemployment now approximately 42% (pre-COVID-19 @ 28.12%)
Socio-economic impact worsening

2020Q2 contraction of 51% q/q
With our current strategy we will not reach our optimal potential within the changing
landscape

What COVID-19 has shown us
In a fast-changing world financial services firms need to improve their ability to adapt – this ability is
already becoming a leading indicator of our future success or likely default
Our strategy served us well over the last decade
However, with the changing landscape, we will end up with incremental growth going forward if
we continue in the same manner

Huge opportunity to identify our shortcomings and unlock value
COVID-19 response, recovery and now the need for a complete reimagination
the future will belong to those who master the art and science of engineering their business
around the customer
the COVID-19 reality on any business stems way beyond mastering remote meetings & a
WFH strategy
imperative that we humanize technology as the key foundation of what and how we do things
● important to design our digitization journey around the customer experience if we are to
survive into the future – we understand this, and this is
key to our strategy going forward

The road towards a future-backed strategy
Sanlam underwent an in-depth strategic review taking into consideration various factors, incl:
COVID-19 and the changing landscape
Technology and distribution platforms as a key ally in rebooting/reinventing our business
The need for a reimagined mindset in the workplace (i.e. ensuring a performance driven and
innovative workplace culture)
Placing the client at the forefront of everything we do
A quantum leap strategy is necessary to unlock real value in the current and future environment.
This requiresthe need to do things faster
disruptive change in some areas of our business necessary to achieve a digital future
prioritising cyber and greater efficiency
replacing a historical conservative approach with a more calculated risk-taking culture
alignment of efforts in the Group to unlock value

Unlocking value … faster
Breaking down silo’s to effectively cross-sell
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Strategic direction and our roadmap is
being driven from the center
THE FEDERAL MODEL IS NO
MORE

Cost base reduction being driven from the center
i.e. on our property footprint, estimated savings of
R300m over 5 years achievable

Sanlam as-is
# Products per client
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Putting perspective to how we view our purpose
Purpose grows the value of the organisation
Vision
is where you’re going
“We’ll summit all major
Himalayan peaks”

Strategy
describes the path you
choose
“We’ll attack the
summit via the North
Face”

Mission
is what you do
“We climb mountains”
"We provide a full
range of financial
services"

© 2020 BrightHouse

“Be a Fortress in South
Africa, a pan-African
champion and
strengthen our Indian
franchise"

“To distinguish
ourselves as the most
admired financial
services company in
Africa"

Purpose
is why you exist, and climb
mountains in the first place
“It is not the mountain we
conquer, but ourselves”

"Empowering generations to
be financially confident,
secure and prosperous"

Our strategic ambition will be composed of 3 parts

Financial
Focus for today
● Achieve consistently superior
returns for shareholders
relative to returns achieved by
competitors in the Insurance
Sector of the JSE
● Maintain leadership as the
biggest insurer in Africa as
measured by market
capitalisation

Customers
● Provide access to our products
and services for more than 50 m
customers across Africa by 2025
● Rated as having the best client
experience in each market in
which we operate
● Rated as the most trusted &
secure insurer in each African
market that we operate

Economic Impact
● Invest more than ZAR 1 trillion in
the economies of Africa in a manner
that is responsible and impactful for
the development of those
economies
● Diversify the benefits of ownership
of the company to local participants
to the extent of at least 20%
● Create and participate in powerful
ecosystems that utilise digital
technology to stimulate economic
growth throughout our markets in a
manner that could not be achieved
with purely physical infrastructure

The Africa potential
Positive trends in Africa (pre-COVID-19)
Intra Africa trade & Integration

Sources: World Bank, African Development Bank

Technology adoption

Necessary enablers to ensure a successful strategy
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Purpose, Strategy & Priorities
Clear group business strategy,
including the vision and purpose
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Governance & resource
allocation
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Active allocation of capital
and people to optimize value
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Structure & key functions
Simplification of structures
and building strong centre
of excellence units

Performance management
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Digital & technology

Leveraging digital and data to increase
the value offered to clients, and
improve efficiencies

M&A
Corporate functions

Culture & Behaviours
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Data & analytics

People & Talent
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Talent management strategy to
attract and retain talent

Ways of working
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Strategic data collection, analytics and
management for cross-cluster integration
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Empowering people and evolving the
culture to be competitive in a fast
changing world

Business transformation
& change management
Simplification of strategy /
planning processes, active
steering of cross-BU initiatives

Brand & marketing

Culture that carries out purpose (incl. EVP,
diversity and inclusivity)
Culture of constant learning and adaptation

Strong technology and digital
capabilities to enable disruptive
innovation and new ventures
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Strategy

Transparent, real-time metrics for tracking
of progress against aspirations. Alignment
of incentives with aspirations
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Key functions include:

Working more effectively across silos and
with higher agility, e.g. through Agile
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Increasing level of orchestration of
Sanlam Group to implement
strategy across the clusters

OUTLOOK

Outlook
Sanlam’s performance is linked to the economic growth of the countries we operate in
COVID-19 decimated global growth and the SA economy will take at least 2-3 years to
recover to 2019 levels
The next few years will be difficult, but we are well capitalised and better positioned to take
advantage of opportunities that will present itself over the coming months
We will however need to be pro-active and innovative, and hard work over the next few
months is key to how we position the business for the future

